
We have all had the patient that
comes in and wants new dentures,
but has worn the same set for 25
years, the bite is over closed, the
teeth are worn out and to top it off
the patient does not have much of a
ridge left.  These can easily turn into
nightmare cases, that involve many
try in appointments and even several
remakes.
This month I am going to cover an
easy way to cheat to get great im-
pressions and a accurate bite all in
one try.  I also have a few other hints
that will make these cases simpler
and give you fewer issues.

 STAFF
TRAINING TOPICS
AND DATES

IMPRESSION AND BITE
FOR THE DIFFICULT

CASE WITH NO RIDGE

WED. JAN 11TH,  6:00 -7:30 PM
FEATURED TOPIC:
Intro to implant parts
Focus on identifying implant parts and
how they are used.

FEATURED TOPIC: Evaluating im-
pressions and model work.
Identify Impression problems, and
pouring up models correctly.

 To make this process work, we are
going to use the patients existing
dentures as custom trays, and an
initial try-in.  It may be inconvenient
for patients to leave a set of den-
tures while we use them, but most
are very understanding.  As a lab I
love processing dentures this way

and will go out of my way to get the

dentures back quickly.  Sometimes I

can even have a try- in done.  If your

lab can’t make it work fast you can

pour up and mount the models your-

self.  It will take about 10 minutes

of your time.  The first step is to

take impressions like you would a

reline impression.  If using a heavy

body PVS make sure dentures are

seated fully and make sure you bor-

der mold properly.  The result is the

ultimate custom tray.    Check the
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● This is a try in kit built for a group

practice that places many different

types of implants and is restoring

different implants from other offic-

es.  This helps the doctors identify
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patients bite and wait for material to

set up.  Next, if teeth are clear of im-

pression material take a bite registra-

tion.  If the teeth are covered with PVS

remove the denture and cut the pvs off

of the occlusion of both dentures.

Once the bite is taken, remove the

dentures and pour up each denture as if

you were pouring up a denture impres-

sion.



Leave the Dentures on the models!!!
Once set, you can carefully trim the
models with the dentures on.  The den-
tures will stay on the model throughout
most of the process.  Once trimmed use
the bite reg to mount the case on an
articulator.   From here you can open
the bite and create wax rims, but I usu-
ally just go straight to a setup.  I have a
midline,  an IE, and a pretty accurate
bite measurement.  The bite may need
changed slightly based on how worn out
the old denture is, but it is usually

close.  One of the major problems
with any of these cases where the
dentition is worn out is how to
work with the “denture slide”.  It
is easy enough to get the denture
to an ideal situation but often
times, impossible to get people

to adapt to the ideal.  I always
open the bite conservatively.
Many patients will just not adapt.
The other key is, do not use ag-
gressive posterior teeth.  I hate
flat plane teeth so I use 10 degree
teeth that I modify to almost flat
plane.  If your patient has been
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If the ml is off use bite sticks to
correct

Fig. 3

sliding around for 10 years aggressive
teeth can be hard to adapt to.
Once the bite is opened, teeth are
selected, I have marked the ML, and
IE I can remove the dentures.  They
can be cleaned up and returned to
the patient.  If planned ahead most
labs can have the try -in done within
a few hours and have the old dentures
returned with a wax try in that should
be very close to the finished product.
The inconvenience of not having a
denture for a couple hours can be
overcome by having a better try- in
and fewer visits down the road.  The
next time “that hard patient” comes
in give this a try for a better product.


